Credits

Music: “Golden Hour” by Broke For Free, licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0. https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
Listen to it here: https://freemusicarchive.org/music/Broke_For_Free/Petal/Broke_For_Free - Petal - 01_Golden.Hour

Image Credits: Raspberry Pi Foundation
BBC Breakfast: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uCLMsDJ-RsA
Raspberry Pi video capabilities, Andy Piper: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TgR74Kp6Ws4
The $35 Computer Raspberry Pi, Mike Levin: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r5Rsd0ImYrE

Soundfighter, ddbparis: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7v2B71RLUagQ
Pedalumi, LeXwoe: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KfnpRBzkhR4&feature=youtu.be
Minecraft – Star Wars – Coded on a Raspberry Pi, Martin O’Hanlon: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pufDQo9o0gk
Stargazing Live, David Akerman: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5egMnfywxc&feature=youtu.be
Paludarium – automated, realistic effects controlled by Raspberry Pi, poopisian: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fe5sSjQl8Frk
Pocket PiGRRRL – Raspberry Pi Gameboy, Adafruit: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DeDVEQoQlIQ
Robohack: Raspberry Pi, Energetic mash up, Te Co Ed: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p531B88l8Io
Boombox Blaster, Neo Pangea: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OUnk09HCfY
Making Fun: Tooth Fairy Tooth Transport, Make: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-1-HHl4QZk
DIY: Build A Better Bike Computer, IEEE Spectrum: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t45D8E0zCqk
Launch 12 Onboard Camera, PSAS: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YUP2_m3gPiM
Cube Solver, Meccanokinematics: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=spAKF5YueME
SeeMore for Maker Faire NYC 2015, Sam Blanchard: https://vimeo.com/133283133
Guitar Boy video, fibbef s: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7DcLggQafKM

OpenCV Python Neural Network Autonomous RC Car, Wang Zheng: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8BwEF6WBQUs
Raspberry Pi Submarine ROV (underwater drone), Niels Affourtit: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A7Cn181pVE
ROV in hoofdvaart, Niels Affourtit: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8UjiLhjgM
Weekend Project: Pirate Radio Throwie, Make: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WDa_odxAGUZ
Working Lego Mini Nintendo: NES, reno260: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OpmLfcQfTf
Plotter made of two old CD drives, a servo and a Raspberry Pi, Homo Faciens: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KhMT4wXSG4
PipBoy 3000a (Mostly Working), MobileMCV: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=siCX6irvDZA
Raspberry Pi Zero and The MagPi, Matt Richardson: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5F8aBSATgC5E
Kinect Raspberry Pi 2, Mario Lukas: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DMXKp9BBy-w
Pi-Top – A Raspberry Pi Laptop You Build Yourself: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D41WkWtMKXw
How to add a low profile wifi board to a Raspberry Pi Zero, N D D E: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X6b5mqv32tc
Raspberry Pi Physical Dashboard, Adafruit: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q19UArD8MO8
Raspberry Pi Zero Extreme Teardown, electrondup: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HH50FQ9OcM
Raspberry Pi controlled Christmas Lights, Anderson Silva: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Qm1t6aUCk
Flosilla Update #41, Pimoroni: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85rY3OhOsOU
Raspberry Pi PiAware Radar, Martin O’Hanlon: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lljNKtSM
Lunar eclipse 2015 recorded with a Raspberry Pi, Homo Faciens: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9htkUCnnZNI&feature=youtube.be
AstroPi to International Space Station, ARM: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qm_imPsVvnu
ROMBUS 3000, A Raspberry Pi Mini Arcade, Matt Brailsford: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXalPZUN9C0
Animation on UnicornHat created with 8x8grid-unicornhat.py, Richard Hayler: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LpLBLoR5Ps
Raspberry Pi Thermal Instant Camera Project, arvidS4: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E710vo4mnz
Artificial Killing Machine, Jonathan Fletcher Moore: https://vimeo.com/131337384

Playing piano on a SamplerBox (Raspberry Pi-powered sampler), SamplerBox: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CDJF7UQnXEB
Life box, ferran fabregas: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wp4n4aa1qQ&feature=youtu.be
Astro Pi pressure sensor experiment, David Honess: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CHUukiKF3ew
Emoti (Visualise our Emotions), YagmanX: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1RyzHFXdtbo
Cube, Matthew Achiamari: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=127110186
Raspberry Pi powered word processor, Giando Sigurani: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1242=2bwOnP5z1Q
PWars line following test, Brian Corteil: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kf5z3FQk
PZero controlling a PiBorg 4Borg robot, Brian Corteil: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NTdL3t7pHlq
PiDesk – Futuristic desk with embedded controls, Frederick Vandenbosch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fADqocsDxbw
Raspberry Pi Zero Piggy-Back USB Hub, Frederick Vandenbosch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fADqocsDxbw
Raspberry Pi 2 Artificial Intelligence (AI) like Jarvis, Rasim Muratovic: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d17ysi3OuJg
Soldering a PiZero, Richard Hayler: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8N18lI3UwK
Vehicle remote robot on Raspberry Pi 2, Arkadiusz Wieczorek: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n8lo87rcQ94

PA Raspberry Pi Competition Final 2015: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RohDs_tJWN0
Kids hack their Dad’s computer on her Raspberry Pi, MaticaGames: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W76o_iG7Y7g
CrazySqueak, South London Raspberry Jam: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MC1dVqG-QY
Raspberry Pi Workshop For Kids, Open Labs Malaysia: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P3U7RaibhSk
Raspberry Jam 2015, 2E0FTX: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ufCDv5lJuA
Charlie builds the Kano Raspberry Pi Computer, Littlegreenheds: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N55CotYG4A
Pi Wars 2015, Raspberry Pi IV Beginners: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6e4GdspFsRQ
Tim Peake on The One Show, Raspberry Pi Foundation: https://vimeo.com/145491446
Dylan’s Hour of Code project, Raspberry Pi Foundation: https://vimeo.com/146622677
The Story of Astro Pi (Part 1), Raspberry Pi Foundation: https://vimeo.com/150767872
Skycademy, Raspberry Pi Foundation: https://vimeo.com/142129884
PiTay Pass-the-parcel, Raspberry Pi Foundation: https://vimeo.com/121022108
The Raspberry Pi-Powered Future House, PubNub: https://vimeo.com/115998548
Pi Party aged 3, Raspberry Pi IV Beginners: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cc2u-pUMLKM

Astro Pi: Primary School Winners Announced, spacegovuk: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d0KhahiNH08
Raspberry Pi Adventures | The Journey Begins, YagmanX: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OsdpmyXToD0
Raspberry Pi Challenge at York 3.0 2015, University of York https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CT_K9XD2YH0
Tim Peake’s rocket launch and thumbs up, BBC: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bSfYdr8OJ9w
Tim Peake ‘yet to master’ a somersault in space, BBC News: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RYJhYbuk3Ms
Adafruit on YouTube, Adafruit: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FdT-4GeBiY
Pi Wars 2015, Raspberry Pi IV Beginners: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6e4GdspFsRQ
Picademy@Google, Raspberry Pi: https://vimeo.com/136878145
Circuits with Charlotte – Light Up NFC Bracelet, Element14: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UkEVSy_CU7s
Girls Who Code, Geek Gurl Diaries: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B1fLTEsH4